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I

N order to avoid any Misunderstanding, and to meet possible Allegations that I should be the Originator of this Work, I, who served as Intermediary between our World and the transcendental, do hereby declare: 1)
that the Message which through my Agency has been conveyed to Humanity stems neither from my S u p r a c o n s c i o u s nor from my S u b c o n s c i o u s ; 2) that I am fully aware that I have served merely as the necessary
Instrument for the Intelligences who have manifested themselves; 3) that I
have wilfully neither deleted anything from, nor have I added anything to,
the Messages that I was given, but have in every Way tried to render them
as lucidly as lay within my Power to do.

Johanne Agerskov,
née Malling-Hansen.
In the Preface by my Husband on one of the following Pages, it is stated:
„Those who read these Writings should neither judge nor condemn until
they have closely considered every Thought in this Book. Then they should
let their C o n s c i e n c e be the Judge.„ In spite of this clear Warning, many
People, with little or no Knowledge of the present Work, have shrugged
their Shoulders whenever it was mentioned in Conversation and said: „It is
of course nothing but Spiritualism!“ I hereby repudiate such condemnatory Statements. My Husband and I have from the very beginning of our
Work been engaged in psychic Research, which is much, much more than
Spiritualism. Never have we called upon the Spirits of the Dead in order to
communicate with them as Spiritualists do, for such Acts are against the
Laws of God! On the contrary, I was called upon from the transcendental World – from the spiritual Leaders of Mankind – with a Request that
I should communicate with and – in various Ways – assist them in their
Work for the benefit of Humanity. (See Some Psychic Experiences, pages 9
and 11).
For many Years we worked under the Guidance and Influence of these

high spiritual Intelligences, pursuing Courses which the so-called Spiritualists do not, and cannot, pursue. The Results of our psychic Research are presented in the principal Work „Toward the Light“, in the two Supplements
„Questions and Answers I and II“, in „The Doctrine of Atonement and the
Shorter Road“ and in „Greetings to Denmark“.
If, despite my Husband’s and my own serious Warnings, People continue
to speak of „Toward the Light“ and its supplementary Works as Spiritualism, they will merely reveal their own spiritual Level to their more clearsighted and understanding fellow human Beings.
May 1939.

Johanne Agerskov,
née Malling-Hansen.

